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• From inception, the Isaac Newton Institute (INI) has uniquely been 
devoted to the Mathematical Sciences in the broadest possible sense

• Range of sciences in which mathematics plays key role is enormous – no 
topic is excluded and scientific merit is the deciding factor

• INI overcomes usual barriers; very important to bring together of 
researchers with disparate backgrounds and expertise

• INI concerned with breakthroughs rather than consolidation

• Novelty, interdisciplinarity and adventure are important selection 
criteria, but these must be subject to the overriding criterion of quality

• INI contributes to the advancement of mathematical science world-wide, 
but must consider its activities in the context of UK

• Programming is balanced over years, but this is 
secondary to quality

• The Institute is leading on equality, diversity 
and inclusivity in science 

INI - its Philosophy
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Activity and Scale

• Established in July 1992 as the UK’s national 
mathematical  sciences institute for long-
term research programmes (6, 4 or 1 month) 
with ~30 participants in each at any time

• Two or three programmes run in parallel

• EPSRC grant recently renewed to 2024

• Some 150 research programmes to date

• Participants include 30 Fields Medalists, 13 
Nobel Laureates, 12 Abel Prize winners, 25 
Wolf Prize winners and over 50 Clay Senior 
Scholars

• > 2500 visitors through INI’s doors each year

• Snapshot from 2017-18 Annual Report:

Terry Tao: Fields medalist and 
participant on INI programmes in 

2005, 2011 and 2015.

Dijkstra Prize winner Cynthia Dwork
who participated in 2016 4





• The UK has always had a rich and unique tradition for applying 
mathematics to better understand the world around us

• Some in our subject have been concerned that focusing on application/ 
impact might diminish from the success of curiosity-led endeavour 

• But increasingly academe needs to prove to Government and others that 
the funding it receives is justified (via REF, KEF etc)

• For the long-term future of mathematical sciences we must embrace the 
shift to challenge-led rather than discipline-specific funding

• David Wallace introduced Open for Business days within INI programmes 
to encourage knowledge transfer to limited numbers outside academe

Industrial Mathematics & 
Statistics
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• John Toland and Christie Marr created the Turing Gateway to 
Mathematics in 2013 as a stand-alone entity that supports 
knowledge exchange (KE) in the mathematical sciences 

• Activity within and without INI programmes
• Thanks to the ability and dedication of its staff the TGM has 

become an international exemplar for mathematical sciences KE
• Offers a wide array of supporting mechanisms
• Very large number of close partnerships
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• This launch event heralds a new phase in the Gateway’s development

• It is a great deal more than a cosmetic change –

• far closer link between INI’s core activities and that of the Gateway

• offers financial stability and sharing of resource 

• embeds KE within all our programmes whether small or large-scale

• with partners (eg ICMS, KTN, ATI) will create opportunities and 
structures for the whole community to engage on grand societal 
challenges

• increase mathematical sciences involvement in policy, legislation, 
regulation (evidence-based decision making)

• Provide broader suite of activities with greater horizon scanning and 
in-depth creation and sustenance of novel & distributed partnerships

• Help to realise some of the recommendations in the Bond Review



• INI activity on all fronts has expanded 
significantly in recent years

• Newton Gateway will play a critical role in 
the Institute in coming years

• Present space inhibits future work – need to 
run events/programmes/w’shops in parallel

• Only 56 desk spaces for long-term visitors –
need around 90, with extra meeting rooms

• Ambitious plans in train to expand its space 
– need to raise 
new funds for this

• We need your 
help to achieve
this! 9

The Future


